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Introducing a Better Alternative for Advanced Electronic Warfare Solutions
Electronic Warfare is one of the most written about but at the same time least understood elements of modern defense
systems. It has its roots as far back as the telegraph and the military communications of the early 19th Century. Then, signals
were blocked and sometimes intercepted via telegraph lines. Later, with the arrival of wireless radio communications the most
basic EW and countermeasures were born. The advent of radar and more sophisticated communications capabilities made
World War II the first major arena for the advancement of what is today modern Electronic Warfare. Since that time - the
Korean Conflict, the Vietnam Era, two Gulf Wars, Afghanistan, and on-going challenges and instability around the globe, have
all made the need for advanced Electronic Warfare capabilities one of increasing importance.
The additional element of the critical DoD priorities around the Pacific Pivot, the challenges of Asia Pacific deployment and
the “tyranny of distance” given the vast geography of the region, renewed instability in Northern Africa and the Middle East,
and challenges in Eastern and Central Europe, have all turned Electronic Warfare from being “a priority” to “the priority” in
modern defense. This holds true for both the United States and our allies around the globe.
This white paper examines the challenges we face as a nation and within the defense industrial base around EW and provides
context on how we believe these challenges should be addressed.

This white paper:
• Examines the Electronic Warfare landscape and why it plays such an important role
• Discusses our business model and why it matters
• Highlights key components of EW - including deceptive jammers and denial jamming,
countermeasures, and threat analysis
• Features the role of Open Systems Architectures within EW
• Presents a better way forward for the future of EW that meets the challenges of
today and tomorrow
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Electronic Warfare- A Focal Point Within Defense

A Business Model To Deliver Value

Today’s Electronic Warfare, and EW subsets that include Electronic
Attack (EA), Electronic Protection (EP) and Electronic Support (ES) are
critical to holding a strategic advantage for the modern warfighter.
Early EA systems focused on denying an enemy’s use of electronic
systems deployed to detect personnel, aircraft and warships. To gain a
defensive advantage, modern EA systems have moved toward deceptive jamming to fool an enemy’s system into misinterpreting the electronic environment. Today’s irregular or “asymmetric” threats call for
deep and hardened technologies that are at the same time flexible and
fluid in their ability to adapt to adversaries with highly sophisticated
defense strategies and tactics to those with more modest capabilities
but nonetheless deadly intentions.

“All the advanced technology in the world
means nothing unless someone can apply a
process and discipline to effectively manage
design, development, and integration of EW
systems. I’d like to see someone who takes
process seriously but isn’t a slave to it.”
Discussing the specifics on how to get to flexible, affordable, open
and interoperable building blocks to deliver EW solutions that fit the
needs of today’s world is clearly important. However we believe that
the critical missing element within the defense industrial base is a
business model that can effectively design, engineer, develop and test
those building blocks. That is why Mercury Systems has pioneered a
next generation business model to do this. To get a full view of how
this model works you can go to our website, mrcy.com, and download
a pdf of our white paper; Driving a Next Generation Business Model in
Defense Electronics.

“EW has been around in one form or another
for generations. The way EW solutions get built
isn’t what it needs to be to meet current and
future challenges.”

All of this has created a renewed focus for the United States DoD as
well as those of our allies. This however is happening while the DoD,
in its latest procurement directive, Better Buying Power 3.0, has asked
us all to show the ability to “Do more without more.”

We believe we’ve built an approach that, based on commercial business principles, rests primarily on innovation, taking intelligent risks on
behalf of our customers, leading in the development and deployment
of open systems architecture solutions, and operating- with eyes wide
open- in an environment of tough but needed defense acquisition
reform.
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The technologies, solutions and tactical weapon systems that fall
within the EW domain will need to be mindful of the difficult operational and budget realities we all work under while also recognizing
the US defense industrial base has access to unprecedented resources,
talent and innovations. As Ash Carter said when being sworn in as our
25th Secretary of Defense:

On top of that we have built specific elements of our business, in an integrated way, to deliver value each step of the way, with the end result
of an open, affordable, interoperable, standardized EW solution. Mercury has 30+ years of embedded processing, packaging, and high performance compute capabilities. In addition, we have deep domain digital
processing capabilities as well as best of class manufacturing with our
Advanced Microelectronics Centers. Our two scalable, redundant, AMC
facilities allow us to engineer, develop, manufacture and test advanced
RF, Microwave, and digital technologies from prototype to production,
all here in the USA. Finally, our Mercury Defense Systems business has
the ability to take advantage of our key building blocks. Mercury Systems leverages our best of class manufacturing facilities and adds on
top of that over 30 years of deep domain expertise in EW technologies
and techniques. Mercury has worked hard driving true integration of the
business on behalf of building leading EW solutions. We have a name
for this integration. We call it One Mercury. One Mercury isn’t just a

“…as technology and globalization revolutionize how the
world works, and also as the Pentagon’s budget tightens,
we have the opportunity to open ourselves up to new
ways of operating, recruiting, buying, innovating and
much more. America is home to the world’s most dynamic
businesses and universities. We have to think outside this
five-sided box and be open to their best practices, ideas,
and technologies.”

We believe we have an approach that can help support Secretary
Carter’s call for thinking outside the “five-sided box” and introduce a
workable roadmap on how to build EW innovations that are in step
with the DoD’s need to do more without more and tap into organizations that can solve tough problems. All while accepting the realities
of budget constraints, political uncertainty at home, and constant
geopolitical instability around the globe.
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slogan. It has become a way of life at Mercury. Where every part of the
company works together, over-communicates, and holds ourselves and
one another accountable for the optimal result for our customers. One
Mercury didn’t happen overnight. But we believe it is a differentiator
that separates us from organizations that operate as a loose federation of fiefdoms, not as one seamless organization intent on driving the
desired result.

Mercury has been deeply involved, as have others, in the EW space for
a long time. We believe we may be the first to truly attempt to employ
modular open systems architectures to EW and then develop a thoughtful “roadmap” on how to build solutions that can get the job done,
affordably.

We understand “Open”
“Modular Open Systems Architecture: …a technical
architecture that adopts open standards supporting a
modular… highly cohesive system structure…that yield
modular, interoperable systems…”

ONE MERCURY

The DoD has been asking a reluctant defense industrial base for open
systems architecture based solutions for over 20 years. Why the
reluctance? Mostly because the market has rewarded closed systems
that allow a commercial provider to recover the risk they incurred when
developing a technology on behalf of a customer, the mission owner. So
the reluctance is completely understandable.

Electronic Warfare Subsystems and Solutions
In the world of Electronic Warfare we need to stay one step ahead of
our near peer and peer threats. The attack-counterattack game has
given rise to the need to develop advanced systems that mirror enemy
techniques in order to test our systems and those of our allies. These
systems allow for the testing and verification of weapon and defense
systems against an enemies’ EW systems. Armed with the test and
verification knowledge, capabilities can then be developed to take
countermeasures against any threat that arises.

Denial Jamming consists of detecting and identifying a signal from
an enemy system and then blasting large amounts of false information
or “noise” at that frequency, jamming the enemy system and prevent-

What has changed however is we now live in a world where open,
modular, standardized architectures are more of a necessity than a
luxury. DoD procurement reform (Better Buying Power 3.0), more firm
fixed price contracts, and the need for rapid development and deployment for both new programs and for platform modernizations have all
created an environment where “open” and “standardized” require more
than lip service. Further, even programs that remain “cost plus” are being driven by slimmed down budgets that require the defense industrial
base and the commercial companies that make up that base, to be very
innovative in how technologies get developed and deployed.

ing that frequency from being used. Deceptive Jamming uses DRFM
based jammers which record the transmitted signal of an enemy system and produce a false return signal to confuse the enemy. The false
signal tricks the enemy system into thinking the false return is the real
target. The enemy then tracks the false target instead of the real one.
Threat Analysis leverages advanced test and evaluation technologies
to stay ahead of the curve as potential enemies constantly work to
make their radar systems impervious to our EA techniques.

But what about the fragmented, “cottage industry” world of RF and
microwave technologies that make up the bedrock of many EW
based solutions? Mercury has stepped up there as well. In October
of 2014 we introduced the first open systems architecture for RF and
Microwave solutions. We call it OpenRFM™. OpenRFM is a modular,
open architecture that
TM
combines hardware,
firmware and software
that can be applied to
EW and SIGINT challenges. It’s benefits are that it allows for flexible
and interoperable solutions in this space, both characteristics that can
drive enhanced affordability. We have product instances of OpenRFM
already close to launch at the writing of this paper. Customer interest

Three key elements within the EW spectrum include; 		
Denial Jamming, Deceptive Jamming and Threat Analysis.

Mercury Systems pioneered open systems architectures in the embedded computing world by driving development and industry adoption of
OpenVPX. With OpenVPX a truly standardized and modular open systems architecture was introduced, ratified by ANSI and has now been
adopted within the defense electronics industry. Today it is allowing for
more rapid deployment of new platforms and modernizations of older
platforms in ways that before hadn’t been thought possible.

OpenRFM
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in this new modular open systems architecture is high and industry
pundits have already written extensively about this new modular open
systems architecture. You can read, in detail, about our work in OpenRFM by visiting our website mrcy.com and downloading our company
white paper on the subject: OpenRFM- A Better Alternative For An
Open Architecture to Support EW,EA and SIGINT Applications.

We also build systems integrity and supply chain assurance into our
EW solutions. We are among a select few of commercial item companies that have invested in features and architectures that can help
ensure security and system integrity. On top of this, by combining our
core building blocks, up to and including pre-integrated subsystems,
with our emerging OpenRFM architecture, we can provide flexible, scalable, affordable, modular solutions to meet emerging EW challenges.
We have a go forward plan for both 3U and 6U open, modular Electronic Warfare solutions and subsystems that we officially launched
in 2014 and have mapped out to 2018. We have the ability to wrap
all of our solutions using our thermal cooling packaging, leveraging
our Air Flow-By™ and Liquid Flow-By™ technologies. These innovative
packaging solutions, only available by Mercury, allows us to take the
modular, open standards subsystems and purpose build them for the
environments that will be faced by today’s and tomorrow’s EW and EA
in-theater applications. As you might expect, we can only share a detailed product and technology roadmap in a Non-Disclosure conversation. That is something we do with customers within the DoD and key
primes as required.

Pioneering a Better Alternative
As touched upon earlier,
pioneering a new way forward
for EW solutions would not be
productive without first building
the right business model and
driving integrated processes
with strong adherence to open
and standardized technologies.

2014

2016

2017

2018

Advanced IMAs
3U/6U Modules

Mercury Systems leverages open standards based technologies to
create unique EW and EA solutions and deep domain understanding
of applying pre-integrated solutions to drive affordability and optimize
program and mission success. We have adopted an integrated business
model and business processes around our “One Mercury” approach to
getting things done on behalf of our customers. We believe we are the
better alternative to bring to market the EW solutions that are of critical importance to the United States and our allies.

“The technologies for Electronic Warfare, both
MOTS and customized, have existed for years.
What doesn’t seem to exist is a framework to
predictably build EW solutions that meet our
schedule, affordability and risk requirements.”
While not perfect yet, we believe we have done that.
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2015

Pre-Integrated
Subsystems

We have invested in small form factor, open architecture EW subsystems that address SWaP constrained environments. The ability to do
this is evidence of our “One Mercury” approach that takes advantage
of multiple capabilities within the Mercury Systems umbrella.

Today, Mercury Systems is packaging the most advance RF, Microwave
and digital technologies into open architecture, pre-integrated subsystems to support key EW challenges. By doing this we can help with
key EW missions that need to track, classify and attack more threats,
can prosecute more spectrum, and address more modes of operation.
Our roadmap for open, modular EW solutions ranges from modular
integrated microwave assemblies (IMAs), OpenRFM based modular
building blocks, and full pre-integrated sensor processing subsystems.

We complement your capabilities while not competing
with them
“I need a partner, not a competitor, in building next
generation EW solutions.”
Mercury Systems has taken a holistic view of the EW landscape. As
outlined in this white paper, we have a deep understanding of the
challenges that emerging EW solutions present, a business model that
is in synch with the defense electronics industry, have embraced and
led in open systems architectures, and are on board with the necessary
defense procurement reforms already well underway.
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The final missing element is to ensure that we, as a small part of
the overall defense industrial base, provide additive, not competitive
capabilities to the primes and the DoD. Our approach to developing and
building EW solutions recognizes this. We understand the full spectrum
of EW challenges. As outlined in the visual below, we recognize a
holistic approach needs to be taken when designing and building
advanced EW solutions. This holistic view is essential because any further advances in contributing to your success within Electronic Warfare
require a partner that has a full understanding of the EW domain.

Our pre-integrated subsystems leverage our 30 year heritage in SWaP
optimized technologies and DRFM solutions. This includes recent
developments in both Air Flow-By and Liquid Flow-By innovations. We
also are now leveraging our long standing experience and leadership,
as mentioned earlier, in open systems architectures. OpenRFM can
drive affordable, flexible, and scalable solutions within the EW domain.
Finally, we have extensive experience in validated Electronic Support
Measures (ESM) to offer threat detection technologies that can become
part of a larger EW based platform. All working in support of a specific
mission requiring the use of EW technologies.
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In short, Mercury Systems, consistent with our rigorous business model
based on offering affordable, open, customizable defense electronic
solutions, is an extension of your own capabilities. We have supported
many platforms, programs and missions that require advanced EW
solutions. Our model is to act in a well defined supporting role. A role
that, while important, stops well short of ultimate platform and mission
ownership.
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There Is A Better Alternative in EW
• The multi-generation cycle of how we build EW 		
solutions needs to be broken

Effectively outpace adversary decision and technical options
Spatially and temporally diverse awareness, action and response

• EW threats will only increase- the world isn’t 		
standing still

Prevent or disrupt the adversary’s ability to engage our forces
EO/IR/RF receivers & transmitters with wideband and
extended spectral coverage

• Mercury Systems has built a business model and
integrated One Mercury system for getting things done

Software deﬁned; unrestricted waveforms; standard interfaces
Allow unfettered ops in the dense/contested EM Spectrum environment

• We have a legacy of open systems leadership and are
applying this legacy to the foundational technologies
needed for EW applications

Source: 2014 EW S&T Roadmap, Dr. Peter N. Craig, The EW COI Technology Challenge (TC) Areas

We are not the ultimate mission owner of solutions that require EW
capabilities, nor are we the platform owner. Our unique capabilities
within the EW space are in developing and building pre-integrated
solutions and subsystems that can provide capabilities for key missions
that include: Test and Evaluation, Stand-in/Close Air Support, and
Manned Special Missions. We provide subsystems that can be used
in unmanned aerial systems, small manned systems and decoys/pods.
Programs can vary widely and we have extensive program experience

• We have an EW “way forward” and roadmap that’s
already well underway
• We have specific EW solutions already in production
with a detailed plan on more to come
• We have created a framework that compliments what
you are already doing in EW
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We’ve invested in open innovations that matter to
deliver full sensor processing, RF and microwave
solutions engineered and made in the USA.

About Mercury Systems, Inc.
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Mercury Systems (NASDAQ:MRCY) is the better alternative for affordable, secure and sensor processing subsystems designed and made in the USA. Optimized for program and
mission success, Mercury’s solutions power a wide variety of critical defense and intelligence applications on more than 300 programs such as Aegis, Patriot, SEWIP, F-35 and Gorgon
Stare. Headquartered in Chelmsford, Massachusetts, Mercury Systems is a high-tech commercial company purpose-built to meet rapidly evolving next-generation defense electronics
challenges. To learn more, visit www.mrcy.com.

